Cleveland Golf’s “Mashie” Hybrid
Old Word Meets New Technology
Cleveland Golf has taken a giant step backwards to produce the new club of the future. Their new Mashie
Hybrid has an old name but plenty of new versatility to challenge as the #1 Hybrid on the PGA Tour.
Obviously, the look of the Mashie is one of the first things that attracted the players to this club. It’s
definitely different than a majority of the hybrids out there today with its “Retro-Raw” trademark
finish. At address, it frames the ball perfectly and inspires confidence.

The dual-rail design on the sole is not very pronounced yet it compliments the overall head shape
thoroughly. Even from the first try, you will feel you will be able to hit this from any type of lie.
This hybrid will quickly turn into your “go to” club due to its versatility. From the fairway you will
realized how easy it was pick from such a tight lie. The ball jumped of the face and quickly gets into the
air producing a fairly high ball flight.
In medium length rough you’ll be amazed how effortlessly it is to get the ball out that fast, yet still
generate a nice high trajectory. The stock Miyazaki 59g shaft is a key factor here, and Cleveland is
offering an 83g version of the shaft with a slightly different kick point to lower the trajectory when hitting
into a stiff wind.
Even around the green with the Mashie is excellent for the bump and run shots, producing short distance
control that was unbelievable. You might actually lose track of time while testing because your having so
much fun!
The Mashie should be at the top of your list for overall best club in 2011 if you’re shopping for a Hybrid
club. This club is already finding it’s way into the bags of many players whether you’re a low-mid
handicap golfer or you’re a weekend warrior. And with a few custom options available, it proves that
Cleveland Golf is listening to what we have to say.
Don’t let the “old” word Mashie fool you, try this “new” technology club from Cleveland Golf and enjoy
a better game today.

